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CASE #

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

INCIDENT

1705-0001 5-1-17

1825

NSC

Lost Property

1705-0002

1902

CBGS

Medical Call

1705-0003 5/2/17

1317

MLK

Disorderly Conduct

1705-0004 5/2/17

1851

FPAC

Damage Property

6/5/2017

5-1-17

CLASSIFICATION
Student left their black Laptop
Computer inside the Student
Center’s Columbia or Baltimore
Room. Lost & found checked
with negative results.
Student was leaving Business &
Graduate Studies Bldg. (room
#1201) when they slipped, fell,
injuring the right arm and knee.
Observation showed no spillage
on the floor.
A professor sitting in parking lot
C witnessed a group of
individuals around a parked car
when a bottle is thrown in their
direction. Officer’s proceeded to
the Marc Train parking lot to
speak with these individuals,
with negative results. Cameras
are being reviewed. This case is
still under investigation.
Campus Safety received a call
for property damage on a rug left
outside for cleaning. When a
professor returned, the rug
showed damage.
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1705-0005 5/3/17

0220

MLK

Trespassing

1705-0006 5/3/17

1122

Haley

2nd Degree Assault

2017-0352 5/3/17
1705-0007 5/3/17

1304
1342

Lot D
CLT

Hit & Run
Disorderly Conduct

1705-0008 5/4/17

0508

CMRC

Domestic Assault

6/5/2017

While cleaning in MLK after
hours, ABM observed four
individuals leaving rm. #144.
They were approached and
questioned as to why they were
there since the building was
closed. The janitor tried to stop
one from leaving. Cameras were
checked and the four were seen
fleeing MLK.
(4) (e) Victim is in their room
(Haley Hall) when someone
identified as “Res Life” knocked
at the door. Victim opened the
door, and 2 individuals entered
attacking the victim. Cameras
reviewed but could not identify
the 2 people. Victim’s parents
identified a person of interest to
this matter. Still under
investigation.
ACCIDENT REPORT
Professor asked a student to
leave a classroom for being
disruptive. Campus Safety was
called. Student was gone on
arrival
Resident students contacted
JA
Campus Safety when they heard
their roommate saying, “You’re
hurting me” during an argument
with a domestic partner and BSU
student. Investigation revealed
an argument was taking place
A-ARREST
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1705-0009 5/4/17

1342

Henry Admin
Sidewalk

Misc. Incident

1705-0010 5/4/17

1819

NSU

Lost Property

1705-0011 5/5/17

0928

Haley

Theft Under $100.00

1705-0012 5/5/17

1530

CLT

Lost Property

6/5/2017

between domestic partners, one
hit the other and one restrained
the other to avoid further contact
once hit Both parties were
advised of how to obtain peace
orders. No visible markings of
an assault or injury.
Student, visually impaired,
walked into a vehicle parked on
the sidewalk. The vehicle
belonged to the Asst. Director of
Housing. Vehicle was removed.
No injuries.
Student left an encased
saxophone on the floor near the
counter at The Pub. When they
returned, it was gone taken by a
male student. The victim
contacted Campus Safety stating
the saxophone was returned.
6(c) - $ 75.00 ABM employee
was working in the janitor’s
closet, when somebody walked
by and removed the keys from
hanging in the key hole. The
ABM supervisor arrived and
searched the rooms for the
missing key with negative
results.
Student was attending class at
CLT, sat their Laptop down
beside a desk, and forgot to pick
it up prior to leaving. The
professor found the laptop and
A-ARREST
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1705-0013 5/6/17

2022

Towers

Misc. Incident (Fire Alarm
Activation)

1705-0014 5/9/17

0754

McKeldin

Medical Emergency

1705-0015 5/9/17

0900

Student
Accounts

Misc. Incident - Panic Alarm

1705-0016 5/9/17

1356

McKeldin

Lost Property

1705-0017 5/10/17

0745

Parking Lot H

Impound

1705-0018 5/11/17

2309

Haley

Burglary

1705-0019 5/12/17

0145

Guard Booth

Property Damage

6/5/2017

A-ARREST

returned it.
Fire alarm was activated from a
student cooking in the
kitchenette area. Students were
evacuated; all floors were
checked with negative results of
a fire.
Staff member arrived to work
and shortly afterwards started
having problems with breathing.
EMS contacted and transported
staff member to Doctors
Hospital.
Student Accounts Office
received a call from a student
which became irate due to their
refund not being received. The
student showed up but left when
the manager was not available.
Student lost his bankcard while
travelling.
Vehicle parked in reserved space
#59. Vehicle issued a parking
citation, Rays towing called, and
car removed.
B&E (b) -Shoes $390.00, U.S.
Currency - $10.00; Victim was
attending a concert at MLK and
when they returned, personal
items were missing. No signs of
forced entry found.
Suspect not paying attention
drove his vehicle into the
security gate arm; causing
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS
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1705-0020 5/11/17

2347

Haley

CDS

1705-0021 5/11/17

1654

Haley

Misc.-Verbal Dispute

1705-0022 5/11/17

2130

MLK

Disorderly Conduct

1705-0023 5/15/17

0930

Henry Cir

Injured Employee

6/5/2017

considerable damage to the gate
and to the windshield and hood
on the vehicle. Subject given a
citation and vehicle towed. No
injuries to the subject or
passenger reported.
Complaint of CDS smell coming JA
from one of the resident rooms.
RD made entry and canvassed
the room; police confiscated a
marijuana grinder with suspected
marijuana residue. The RD.
confiscated other items.
Attempts were made to contact
the residents with negative
results.
Suspect was moving items
JA
leaving the room door open.
The roommate consistently kept
closing the door, which irritated
the suspect and caused a verbal
dispute. RD and Campus Safety
contacted. Victim agreed to a
mediation with the suspect but
all attempts to contact them
failed.
During a concert, a performer
and a student had a verbal
dispute. The student was later
escorted out of a concert after
being requested to control their
behavior.
Subject reported they lost their
footing while stepping onto the
A-ARREST
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1705-0024 5/15/17

1834

CMRC

Medical Call

1705-0025 5/16/17

1113

Lot H

Impound

1705-0026 5/16/17
1705-0027 5/17/17

1423
1024

Lot O
Lot K

Hit & Run
Impound

1705-0028 5/17/17

1616

CLT 238

Medical Call

1705-0029 5/16/17

1801

Campus

Fight in Progress

6/5/2017

curb, and fell injuring both
knees. Subject received medical
attention at Doctor’s Hospital
and Anne Arundel Medical
Center. An employee’s Report
of Injury Form was completed.
Victim reported experiencing
severe pain in the left side
abdomen area that started the
day before and increased in the
24 hours. EMS contacted,
victim transported to Bowie
Health Center.
Vehicle parked in reserved space
#57. Citation issued, Rays
towing contacted and vehicle
removed.
ACCIDENT REPORT
Vehicle parked in reserved space
#34. Citation issued, Rays
Towing contacted and vehicle
removed.
A faculty member leaving the
Fine Arts Building slipped and
fell sustaining injuries to both
palms of their hand and chin.
Victim did not want medical
attention instead, they were
having a family member take
them to the hospital.
A call received for a fight in
progress (all females) in Lot B.
All subjects were gone upon
police arrival. Police attempted
A-ARREST
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1705-0030 5/18/17

1315

Promenade

CDS

1705-0031 5/18/17

1328

Robinson

Medical Call

1705-0032 5/19/17

1215

CMRC

Lost Property

1705-0033 5/21/17

0157

CMRC

Medical Call

6/5/2017

to interview two females but
both refused to answer any
questions from the officers.
Complaint of CDS smell on the
East Promenade. Officers
arrived on the scene observing
several students moving out.
Observation showed no one
smoking CDS nor was there any
smell of CDS. Officers
continued patrolling area.
Victim on the bathroom floor of
Robinson Hall with their spouse
crying. EMS was on the scene.
Spouse stated the victim suffers
a medical condition and was
dizzy. Victim transported to
Bowie Health Center for further
observation.
Visitor signed in and left their ID
at the desk in CMRC. Upon
leaving, his ID appeared to be
missing from the front desk of
CMRC. RA confirmed the
visitor did sign in but could not
find the misplaced ID.
Campus Safety was called for a
fight in progress at CMRC.
Investigation revealed there was
not a fight but a party. The party
was cleared out. While clearing
the room, officers observed a
student intoxicated, stumbling,
vomiting and trying to leave.
A-ARREST
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1705-0034 5/21/17

0157

CMRC

Disorderly Conduct

1705-0035 5/22/17

1211

Crawford
Science

Suspicious Person

6/5/2017

EMS was contacted but the
student refused treatment.
Friends drove the student home.
Campus Safety was called for a
possible fight (CMRC). Upon
arrival, it was not a fight but
more than 50 persons in a
resident room. All individuals
who did not live there were
asked to exit. While clearing the
area, police observed a student in
a bed, unresponsive and
appearing to be intoxicated. The
student was awakened and
became belligerent, cursing, and
striking at the officers. Another
student eventually removed them
from the room without incident
further incident. No criminal
charges pending.
Campus Safety responded to the
Crawford Science Building for a
suspicious person sitting in the
lobby. Subject was gone upon
officer’s arrival. A premise
check was conducted with
negative results.
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